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Abstract:
The World Heritage Site of Hampi in Karnataka, renowned for the evocative remnants of the medieval
metropolis of the Vijayanagara Empire which flourished from 14th to 16th century AD in southern India.
The talk touches upon some exploratory techno-cultural investigations into aspects of the regional
cultural and geological heritage with respect to its metalworking and stone sculptural
traditions. Relevant evidence from field and archaeometallurgical investigations by the author for gold,
copper and iron and wootz steel are touched upon (including lead isotope analysis), including early
evidence from the Anegundi region for megalithic iron and steel. The bun-like porphyritic granites
dotting the region, amongst the oldest known rock formations could also merit being regarded as
‘heritage stones’. These were used not only in the medieval architecture ranging from Dravidian style
temples to monuments with Deccan Sultanate influences, but also much earlier in the enigmatic
megalithic sites such as nearby Hirebankal and with intriguing tonalities noted here as well as at
Hampi. The talk also briefly touches upon some insights from a past collaborative Digital Heritage NIAS
project in exploring iconometric aspects such as of the colossal Narasimha sculpture.
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